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Declaration

The time has come for the Body of the Blood to declare Their Presence

to the world of the human. The struggle of the centuries has come to

the Time of the Final Harvest.

For the Living Vampire, those of you who are yet bound within the

physical body of your human birth. the meaning is clear. The Dayside

of the Vampire shall be declared as real to the human world. To the

human, the Vampire shall be a living human being who has risen above

the base superstitions of religion and the false occult. Our Creed states

this well.

We shall represent ourselves as rational human beings who see the

other humans as a mere herd of animals upon whom we legally predate

for our personal material goals.

Meanwhile, amongst our own kind, we shall exalt the Undead Gods

Who empower us and keep the Nightside alive.

To this end, we request that all members duplicate and post the

announcement that Vampires Exist! (as shown on the Temple business

card). In this way you will help gather the Lost Children of our Family

to speed the Coming Empowerment!

Hail TIAMAT!

-Lucas Martel, Vampire Adept
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Interview With A Vampire

The following interview was conducted in Holland for

DAEMONIUM AERTURNUS Magazine (P.O. Box 514, 5250 BA,

Vlijmen, Holland). Lucas Martel, Vampire Adept was the Temple

Representative at this meeting.

Many of us think that when talking about a Vampire you talk about a

bloodsucker, like in the movies. But can you explain what you exactly

mean with it?

The Vampire is the next step in evolution above the level of homo

sapiens. A vampire extracts the Lifeforce from the human victim.

This does not require the swallowing of human blood nor the taking of

human or animal life. (This is strictly forbidden to the Living Vampire

by the Undead Gods Who rule). With personal development,

Vampirism can be executed even at a distance. We commonly use the

capitalized word "Blood" to symbolize the Lifeforce, this vital energy

because We have a sense of humor also and enjoy Our Own mythos.

The confusion of human blood with life itself created the ancient myth

that the Vampire must drink blood to remain alive. But energy is

everything. We eat souls. As a consequence, We evolve to a higher

order of being. This is what it is to become a Vampire.

You are the only registered and official Vampire church on this earth.

Why did you start this and how long has it existed?

The Temple of the Vampire is only a recent public experiment by

HEKAL TIAMAT, the Temple of the Dragon, which has been in

continuous existence since before the dawn of history. Early Vampires

ruled in Sumeria where the first steps were taken to build civilization to

herd humans and multiply their numbers as Our food stock.

When did you actually find out you were a Vampire? How do you think

other people find this out about themselves?

Those human beings on the cutting edge of evolution are the Children

of the Blood and are the "spin off" of ancient genetic "triggers" set in

the gene pool of humanity. With conscious effort and courage,

Children of the Blood can achieve the Vampiric Condition through the

progressive instruction and assistance of this Temple.
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You also have your own sign, with skull and wings, and you have it

trademarked. Were you afraid that others might copy your sigil and

use it for another organization?

The Winged Skull of UR is the international copyright trademark of the

Temple. This was done to prevent any desecration of this most sacred

symbol. It is the Egyptian "winged orb" with its face turned upward to

reveal the Face of the Masters of this world.

The Temple of the Vampire holds many aspects. You have a book

called The Vampire Bible. Can you tell a bit about the contents of this

book so maybe some of our readers will understand better what it is

about?

The Vampire Bible is composed of "The Vampire Creed" (a brief

synopsis of our beliefs), "The Dragon Speaks" (a statement from the

most ancient Vampire in existence today), "The Calling of the Undead

Gods" (the ritual by which Living Vampires summon and commune

with the Undead Vampires for Vampiric Transformation), "The Secret

Methods of Vampirism" (specific instructions in extracting the

Lifeforce), "The Predator of Humans" (an examination of the ethics of

Vampirism), "The Book of Dreaming" (drawn from the oral tradition of

the SHURPU KISHPU, the Book of Sorcery) and "The Coming

Apocalypse" (a history of the Vampire Family and the warning of the

coming Final Harvest of the ripe human stock). The Vampire Bible is

required reading for those wishing to achieve active membership

status.

You also have "The Vampire Connection." What is that exactly about

and do you have many members for that?

"The Vampire Connection" is a communication service of the Temple

enabling Vampires to initiate new contacts (first by mail) with other

Vampires. From this is usually created lifelong friendships and local

Vampire groups (Clutches). The number of members using this service

at any one time varies due to the degree of interest in contacting others,

though usually the international dimension of our Temple is well

represented.

Your forum has the name Lifeforce and your journal has the name

Bloodlines. Why did you choose those names and what are both

publications about?
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Lifeforce is a monthly newsletter covering timely news for members of

the Temple. The name "Lifeforce" was chosen to represent the vitality

of this communications link to Our members. Bloodlines is the journal

of the Temple published twice annually documenting the progress of

the Temple's international efforts. The name "Bloodlines" was chosen

to reflect the importance of the Temple's mission: to gather those of

the Family of the Blood.

You have application instruction to become an active member. Do you

think that in this way you will only get the truly serious ones involved

and what is active membership all about?

Active membership is achieved after screening the applicant's request

for affiliation to weed out the casually curious. The purpose of active

membership is to enable the member to achieve the Vampiric

Condition by means of proper instruction and contact with the evolved

members of Our Family.

Even though you belong to the Vampire race, you might still have your

own personal view on earthly existence. What is your philosophy while

staying here?

The Vampiric philosophy is revealed in great detail in a Teaching made

available to active members. A summary would state that Our

metaphysics is rooted in experience; Our epistemology is founded upon

reason; Our ethics are those of a predator while respecting the political

designs of the Undead Gods (no breach of current law is tolerated); Our

art recognizes the symbology of form and the universality of sentics;

Our politics are those of an enlightened republic guided by the steady

hand of the Undead.

There are also other organizations in the world dealing with

occult/satanic and other dark topics, like Church of War, Abraxas,

Order of the Left Hand Path, Church of Satan, etc. What do you think

of these organizations?

As the oldest organization on this world, Our affiliations with other

occult orders are many. We especially value Our relationship with the

Church of Satan as many of Our modern members were first active

members of that vital organization.

What do you think of Satanism and what do you think that should be all

about?
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Satanism has been carefully defined and embellished in numerous

books by Anton LaVey, the best remaining The Satanic Bible.

Satanism is identical with the Dayside perspective of the Living

Vampire: pragmatic, materialistic hedonism. The ritual magic of the

Satanist is reflected, albeit in a different sense, in the Nightside

perspective of the Vampire.

There are many wars around the world. What do you think of that?

And what about disease?

Eternal war is the lot of the human slaves as they remain lost in the

anarchy of their own kind. Humans were bred as slaves (see the

ancient stories from Sumeria, for example) and they can never find

lasting peace and contentment without the open rule from Higher

Beings. Following the Final Harvest, the Vampiric Rule shall be

restored and the humans will find peace and fulfillment in reassuming

their proper position of servitude.

Disease was, to a large extent, reduced in the human stock as a part of

the intentional expansion plans of the Undead. By encouraging

advances in sanitation and technology, the number of humans

maintained today exceeds five billion. Thus the time is ripe for the

Harvest.

Many fanatic Christians still believe that through faith they can stop a

Vampire. What do you think of this and what about Christianity and

other religions like that?

Most of the world's religions were created by the Undead Gods to

maintain docility in the humans. Christianity, in particular, has proven

very useful and was initiated by One such Advanced Vampire. This

information is available to advanced members in the Teaching

(humorously) entitled "Dracula of Nazareth." We are not opposed to

Christianity, or any of the other major world religions. We started

them and continue to manipulate them for grander purposes.

What do you think happens after your earthly existence ends? Do you

believe in reincarnation for normal people?

At death, the mortal's astral body separates from the physical and enters

a dreamlike condition in which telepathic communication (and virtual

reality meetings) with others is possible. However, without continued
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infusion of Lifeforce from a living physical body, the astral also

disintegrates in time.

We call this condition the Dream Sharing and regard it as a deadly trap

to be resisted since it enables all of one's wishes to be made manifest

while one's astral body perishes, destroying the personality. Fragments

of the personality will sometimes then merge with a living mind and

these memories of another's now dead mind cause the illusion of

reincarnation in the living.

What do you think of things like witchcraft, sorcery and other forms of

magic and what kind of rituals do you perform?

Magic is the utilization of a mental technology based upon the Nine

Laws of Magic that, in turn, are based upon the Four Dimensions of all

possible experience. These are taught to the more advanced members

of our priesthood.

Most of the forms of "magic" amongst humans are deliberate

fabrications designed to undermine their belief in the authentic item,

leaving the power in the hands of the Vampire Family alone.

What holds [for] the future of the Vampire race?

The future of the Vampire Family is assured as the Plan is unfolded for

the Great Harvest. We shall regain the open rule of this world as the

Gods of men.

If you have any last comments please give them now?

We do not seek the average human being but reach out to only those

who are exceptional and know themselves to be different from the

masses. These are the few who thrill to the Mystery of the Night.

These are the lost Children of the Blood.

It is to these few that We dedicate this Temple so that they may receive

their full heritage as members of Our Family.

We hope that this interview may prove enlightening to your readers and

I, personally, compliment you upon your English that is decidedly

better than my rather rusty Dutch! Thank you.
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The Dayside

The world is filled with examples of what the Vampire is not. Disdain

for the short-sighted, superstitious, mindless milling of the status quo is

the norm for the Vampire. In a world filled with billions of fatuous

fools there is no need to criticize those few who carry the least spark of

agreement with Our views and goals.

There is, to be sure, the frustration which arises when one who has

come close to taking the Cup falls short. Those whom We have known

among men, even loved, who then reject the fullness of Our Path can be

more disappointing than the clod who has not the slightest potential to

rise into Godhood.

Yet wisdom teaches that to vent this frustration upon those who are

close but refuse to accept the truth of things is to only alienate those

who can yet be friends and loyal supporters. The great Vampire

Yeshua the Zealot has said, "Those who are not against us are for us."

Therefore it is well for We Who are Vampire to not attack others who

parallel Our Path but do not, as yet, walk it with Us. Instead, reserve

your disdain and anger for those Who truly oppose Us, those who

actively stand in Our way.

Finally, remember always that the masses follow the beliefs designed to

enslave them. The religions of self-sacrifice exist to control the slaves.

Thus their own beliefs are their worst punishment!

-Lucas Martel, Adept
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